Wellesley College Furniture Purchasing Information

For furniture projects and purchases, please see the contact information below:

- **Projects & Renovations**
  - Michelle Maheu
    - mmaheu@wellesley.edu
    - 781-283-2787

- **Classroom Furniture**
  - Rebecca Sparkes
    - rsparkes@wellesley.edu
    - 781-283-2258

- **Ergonomic Furniture & Evaluations**
  - Suzanne Howard
    - showard@wellesley.edu
    - 781-283-3882

For recommended standard office chairs, please see the contact information below:

- **Humanscale Freedom Task Chairs**
  - Lauri Ragsdale
    - RV Leonard Company
    - lauri@rvleonard.com
    - 781-331-4440

- **Steelcase Leap Chairs**
  - James Boland
    - Red Thread
    - JBoland@red-thread.com
    - 617-443-6603

- **Herman Miller Aeron Chairs**
  - Jill Kapner
    - Creative Office Pavilion
    - jkapner@cop-inc.com
    - 617-956-4132